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News In BRIEF
Compiled from news and wire services

Scott controversy revived
by Evans letter
London – Antarctic
exploration’s greatest controversy, the
Scott tragedy, has
been refueled by the
appearance of a letter
from his second in
command deploring
Scott's decision to
Capt. Robert F. haul “150 pounds of
Scott aboard the trash” to his party’s
deaths.
Discovery in
The letter, written by
New Zealand.
Lt. Edward Evans,
comments harshly on Capt. Scott’s decision
for the defeated South Pole party to carry
geological specimens and records with them
to the last.
By contrast, Evans, who accompanied Scott to within 150 miles (241
km) of the pole before turning back,
had ordered his group’s specimens be
left behind when they ran into difficulty on their return journey.
“It seems to me extraordinary
that...they stuck to all their records and
specimens, we dumped ours at the first
check,” wrote Evans. “I must say I
considered the safety of my party
before the value of the records & extra
stores – not eatable. Apparently Scott
did not. His sledge contained 150 lbs
(68 kg) of trash.”
Evans’s letter was written to friends
a few days before the expedition ship
Terra Nova arrived in New Zealand
with the first news of the Scott tragedy.
It appeared for auction by Christie’s in
London on September 21 in a cata-

logue of polar artifacts.
Evans claims to be “not criticizing,
but deploring this fact,” but he remarks
that his own records were recovered –
as Scott’s would have been.
Christie’s adds that there was relatively little value in the specimens
themselves.
“Scott and Wilson’s decision not to
leave their specimens behind has more
often been advanced as evidence of a
high scientific spirit of the expedition,”
the auction’s catalogue notes. “In fact,
as Scott's route stayed very close to
that of Shackleton’s 1909 polar
attempt, his specimens added very little to earlier findings.”
This view is not universal though.
The party’s geological specimens were
at that time of “immense value to science and understanding the continent,”
wrote Stephen Martin in his 1996
book, A History of Antarctica.
In the letter, Evans also speculates
that scurvy may have influenced the
Southern
Party's
health. This in itself
a departure from
the orthodoxy of
the time, in which
Scott wrote before
his
death
that
“every detail (was)
worked out to perfection.”
Lt. Edward
Says Christie’s: “it
Evans
is extraordinary to
find any member of the expedition, and
particularly such a senior one, making
any adverse comment on Scott’s decisions after his death.” It estimates the
letter will bring $2,200 to $2,900 at
auction.

Polar ice tongue disintegrates
Hobart, Australia – One of eastern
Antarctica's best-known glacial “tongues”
of floating ice has disintegrated in a further dramatic reshaping of the continent.
The Ninnis Glacier Tongue, which
may once have extended up to 87 miles
(140 km) to sea, is no more, according to
Dr. Rob Massom, of the Antarctic CoOperative Research Centre at the
University of Tasmania.
A progressive retreat of the glacier
flowing off the Antarctic coast due south
of Tasmania culminated in a major calving event. Almost the entire tongue broke
off in one iceberg estimated at 386 square
miles (1,000 square km), which soon
afterwards split in two.
The Ninnis event, discovered by new
analysis of U.S. and Canadian satellite
images recorded in January, is the latest to
be reported in a spectacular series of
super iceberg break-offs in 2000.
In March nearly two-thirds of the Ross
Ice Shelf broke away in several pieces, one
of them 182 miles (293 km) long and
around 3,861 square miles (10,000 square
km) big, according to the U.S. National Ice
Center. Then in early May, three massive
bergs with a combined length of around 194
miles (312 km) broke off the Ronne Ice
Shelf in the Weddell Sea, the center said.
The Ninnis Glacier is named after
Belgrave Ninnis, the Heroic Age polar
explorer who disappeared down a deep
crevasse with his dog team while sledging the area in a party led by Australia's
Douglas Mawson in 1912.
Mawson wrote that the glacier tongue
“was seen to extend far out into the ice
strewn sea.” It was later estimated by his
party to be about 87 miles (140 km) in
length. ■

Australian scientist dies during Pole winter
Rodney Marks, an
Australian researching astrophysics at
the South Pole, died
Friday, May 12.
He was 32.
Marks was spending the austral winter
at the AmundsenScott South Pole Station.
He worked for the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory, on the
Antarctic Submillimeter Telescope and
Remote Observatory (ASTRO) – a
project of the University of Chicago's
Center for Astrophysical Research in

Antarctica (CARA). The telescope
detected radiation emanating from
star-forming regions in space.
Like everyone who works at Pole,
Marks passed a battery of medical and
psychological tests before being
allowed to winter.
After his death, Marks’ coworkers
constructed a wooden casket decorated with a brass inlay of the constellation Scorpio. They placed his body in
a temporary grave near the geographic South Pole, where he could rest
under the stars he came south to
observe.
He previously spent the winter at

Pole during the 1997-98 research season as part of CARA’s South Pole
Infrared Explorer (SPIREX) project.
Marks had also been an alternativerock musician in Australia, and played
with bands that formed at Pole during
the summer and winter seasons.
The exact cause of Marks’ death
cannot be determined until his body is
removed
from Amundsen-Scott
Station and flown off the continent for
autopsy.
Marks’ death was the second in the
U.S. Antarctic Program this year. John
G. Biesiada, 43, a Canadian citizen,,
died at McMurdo Station on Jan. 8. ■

